
Week 10 | EPHESIANS SEEING JESUS AS OUR  
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LISTENING GUIDE Week 10 Video 
 

Introduction 

 
I. Book Summary of Ephesians  

 
 
 
 

II. SEEING JESUS AS OUR SOURCE OF BLESSINGS: Ephesians 1:3-14 
 
 

1. BLESS THE ONE WHO HAS BLESSED US WITH EVERY BLESSING (V. 3) 
 
 
 
 
2. PRAISE TO GOD FOR CHOOSING BELIEVERS AND ADOPTING US (VV. 4-6) 
 

 
 
 

3. PRAISE TO GOD FOR REDEMPTION AND FORGIVENESS OF SINS (VV. 7-10) 
 
 
 
 

4. PRAISE GOD FOR BELIEVERS’ INHERITANCE (VV. 11-12) 
 
 
 
 

5. PRAISE GOD FOR THE HOLY SPIRIT OF PROMISE (VV. 13-14) 
 

 
 

  
 

 



 

 
 
 

The Blessings of Grace & Faith: The Gospel – Ephesians 2:8-9 
 
 
 
 

 
III. WALKING IN HIS WAYS 

  
 
 

1. Worship God even in hard times because we rest in His Word. 
 
 
 
 

2. Set your eyes on the higher order of spiritual blessings even as the comforts 
of this world fade. 

 
 
 
 

3. Love Jesus even more as we see Him as our Source of Blessings. 
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Week 10 | EPHESIANS SEEING JESUS AS OUR  
SOURCE OF BLESSINGS 

 
 
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 

 
1. What stood out to you most from this week’s homework or teaching video? 

 
 
 
 

2. What about your blessings, position, or identity in Christ encourages you in your daily life 
and how? 
 
 
 
 

3. Which of our blessings or inheritance in Christ do you treasure or look forward to most? 
Which makes your heart worship well? 
 
 
 
 

4. What is a spiritual gift you have been blessed with and how do you use it (or how could 
you use it) to build up the Body of Christ? 
 
 
 
 

5. Describe a season or situation when you struggled with living like a daughter of the King 
and walking in your identity and inheritance in Christ. 

 
 
 

 
6. Explain how you came to realize that you are saved by grace through faith. 

 
 

 
 

7. What areas of practical Christian living from Ephesians 5 and 6 do you find hard or find 
difficult to defend to others? What do you appreciate about these practices? 

 
 
 
 

 



 

Prayers & Praise 
Use this space to keep track of ways to pray for your sisters from small group and to praise God 
for His answers. 
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DAY 1:  Joy to the World 
 
Dear Sister – 
 
This week there’s much discussion of early Christmas decorating in my neighborhood’s social 
media space. A handful of people are upset about those who are putting up lights and festivity 
well before Thanksgiving. Others view the early decorating as a sign that people are eager for 
something cheerful, a longing for the trappings of Christmas, nostalgia for peaceful years of yore, 
a hope for a happier year ahead. Sure, there are those retailers who are jumping on the ”let’s 
jump to Christmas” bandwagon as a way to boost sales, but I believe overall the early push for 
the holidays is about joy, particularly joy that may rescue our spirits after a long hard year. 
 
For me, joy is a mixture of laughter, longing, and hope. At its best it defies circumstances. It wells 
up and overflows. It’s often hard to distinguish from love and sometimes hard to separate from 
tears. 
 
Frequently in his writings, C.S. Lewis touched on sehnsucht, a German word for longing, a kind of 
forward-facing nostalgia in which our soul is drawn toward something unattainable in this life. He 
wove that concept of longing into his idea of joy. For Lewis, joy points the soul toward heaven, 
toward God, the only real source of resolution for longing. As joy led him to a transforming 
encounter with Jesus, Lewis saw glimpses of joy in nature, in opera, in poetry, in the fairy stories of 
George MacDonald, in Norse mythology. He described joy in Mere Christianity as an explanation 
for what leads us to God: “that unnamable something, desire for which pierces us like a rapier at 
the smell of a bonfire, the sound of wild ducks flying overhead, the title of The Well at the World’s 
End, the opening lines of Kubla Khan, the morning cobwebs in late summer, or the noise of falling 
waves.”1 
 
How do you define joy? 

What is something that brings you joy? 

 
This week, we’ll work our way through the pages of Paul’s encouraging letter to the church in 
Philippi. In it, we’ll see contrasts between the humility of the infant Christ and His exaltation on the 
throne of heaven; between the gospel going forth and its servant in chains; between racking up 
earthly trophies and the beauty of knowing God; between the sparkle of those who live as Christ 
and the dark backdrop of a wicked generation. In Philippians, we’ll see Jesus as our Joy. 

Week 11 Homework | 
PHILIPPIANS WEEK 1 | MATTHEW SEEING JESUS AS OUR JOY 
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Background 
While to the outside world, ancient Philippi was the famous battleground between the winning 
team of Octavian and Anthony against the forces of Brutus and Cassius following the assassination 
of Julius Caesar, in church history, Philippi was the site of the first baptism (of Lydia, a fashion 
merchandiser) on Greek soil as the gospel journeyed with Paul across the Mediterranean to the 
Greco-Roman world. Paul was imprisoned in Philippi, leading to the conversion of the jailer and his 
family. The public embarrassment of the local magistrates over illegally beating Paul, a Roman 
citizen, may well have protected the Christians there from persecution well into the future. The little 
church that sprouted from that soil became a favorite for Paul, a place of joy and support for his 
ministry. 
 
Who co-authored this letter (Phil 1:1)?  
Under what circumstances was Paul writing to the Philippians (1:14)?  
In what city was he most likely imprisoned (4:22)?  
Who carried this letter to Philippi on behalf of Paul (2:25-30)?  
What was Epaphroditus’ relationship to the Philippians (2:25-30, 4:16-18)?  

 
In what specific way mentioned in this letter did the Philippians believers care for Paul (4:16-18)?  

 
What is Paul’s general attitude toward the Philippian church (1:3-8)?  

 
What group of believing friends cause you thankfulness, joy, and yearning?  

 
 
From his prison awaiting trial, Paul writes a letter of joy and encouragement to his spiritual children, 
his dearly loved ones, in the Roman outpost of Philippi to encourage their joyful growth in Jesus 
and their unity with one another. In this short letter, forms of the word joy and rejoice occur 16 
times. The fairly simple outline for this book is as follows.2 

 
Chapter Topic Focus  
1 Partakers of Christ Account of circumstances & suffering 
2 People of Christ Appeal to have the Mind of Christ 
3 Pursuit of Christ Appeal to have the Knowledge of Christ 
4 Power of Christ  Appeal to have the Peace of Christ 

 
Philippians 1:2 is a key verse for the overall book of Philippians. Copy it here.  

As we are specifically looking at the portrait of Jesus in this book, our eyes will be drawn to His 
stunning display of humility and grandeur in chapter 2:1-11. Write Philippians 2:5 as well here.  

In Philippians, the Epistle of Joy, we will see that in Jesus, joy and unity are not only possible, but 
they are possible in the midst of adverse circumstances. As you close today, pray the prayer from  
  Philippians 1:9-11 over yourself and your sisters in Christ. 
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DAY 2 – Joy in our Circumstances (Philippians 1) 
 
I find that Philippians is loaded up with verses I have enjoyed as ‘stand-alone’ ideas, verses that 
are inspirational on a coffee mug or wall plaque. If you are already have a favorite verse or two 
like that from Philippians, note it here. 

As we study Philippians this week, I hope you will gain a new appreciation for that verse(s) as you 
see it in context, often in the context of joy in spite of difficult circumstances. 
 
Begin our time today by reading Philippians chapter 1. 
 
In Paul’s salutation in verse 1, what ‘title’ does he give himself and Timothy?
How is this different from his usual ‘title’ in most of the other letters we’ve studied?  

In the other letters that were more corrective in nature, Paul indicates his calling and authority as 
an apostle. In this letter (as in Romans), Paul shows his role in humility as a servant. Jump ahead 
to the first several verses of chapter 2. How do you predict his servanthood ties in with themes 
from this letter?

 
Thankful Prayer 
In Paul’s thanksgiving for the Philippians in 1:3-11, what are some emotional words that give clues 
as to Paul’s feelings and relationship with his spiritual children there?

What roles does Paul say these fellow believers play in his ministry in 1:5 & 7?

What three gifts from God does Paul pray for them in 1:9?

What will Godly discernment help them choose (v 10)? 
As what will they be presented at the day of Christ’s return (v 10)?  
Into what will this discerning love overflow (v11)? 
 
We see in this little section some ties into our studies over the past several weeks. As a bonus, 
name the key element from verses 10-11 that were a focus from the following epistles: 
1 Corinthians  
Romans  
Galatians (Ch 5, specifically)  
 
As Paul ends his joyful prayer of thanks, what does he see as the ultimate goal of the love that 
abounds into Godly wisdom; of the purity and righteousness that comes from Jesus; and of the 
abundant fruit of the Holy Spirit in the Philippians believers (v 11)?  
 
The Gospel Advances in Chains 
We noted yesterday that Paul was writing this letter from his imprisonment, awaiting trial before 
Caesar. What impact did he have around him during this time in chains (v 13-14; also 4:21-22)? 
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I don’t know about you, but when I find myself in hard circumstances, my focus is often how to 
get out of them as soon as possible, followed by a focus on how miserable I am, or on reasons for 
why I can’t accomplish the things I wish. Instead, we see Paul having an impact on the 
Praetorian guard assigned to him as well as on the believers who are a part of the Imperial 
Household. In fact, in verse 12, what does Paul say his circumstances have accomplished?  

What else did Paul’s imprisonment do for other believers (v 14)?  

Name an undesirable circumstance that has you ‘chained’ right now.  

How might God use that situation to further the gospel?  

In verses 15-18, what amazing attitude does Paul take toward people who are taking 
advantage of his imprisonment to one-up him in ministry?  

What can we conclude is Paul’s highest ministry priority (v18)?  

To Live is Christ 
Reread 1:18b-26. Verse 21 is one of those verses that looks great on a coffee mug. Put it in 
context now, knowing that Paul is weighing the outcome of his trial before Caesar. What possible 
ways do you think he might be ‘delivered’ (v 19)?  

How can he be ‘eager’ and have ‘full courage’ with death at the hands of Nero looming in front 
of him?! That’s a rhetorical question in my mind-- but wait; Paul actually answers that in verse 23. 
What does he desire most?  

If he somehow lives through this ordeal, what does he see as the good result (v 25-26)? 
 

 
I am finding that in my 50s, I am much more aware of the short distance ahead until I reach my 
heavenly destination. Given the crazy decline of our culture, I also am becoming more and 
more eager for the return of Christ. This seriously makes me excited for what’s ahead. And it 
motivates me to press in, to keep running, and to not give up in serving even when things get 
tiring or hard. How about you? How do you view death and/or the coming of Jesus? 

 

 
Standing firm 
In light of his imprisonment and hope to continue ministry with his brothers and sisters in Philippi, 
Paul encourages them to stand firm in 3 ways in verses 27-30. See if you can fill in the blanks. 
Stand firm in (v 27)
Stand first against (v 28)
Stand firm in and in (v 29). 
 
In doing so, what will our manner of life be (v27)?  
Thus Paul introduces the theme of unity in the Body of Christ. We are united in the charge to  

advance the gospel, united in our faith in Christ, and united with Christ in sharing in His 
suffering. We’ll see more on this tomorrow in Philippians 2. 
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DAY 3 – Joy from Humility (Philippians 2) 
 
Yesterday, we saw Paul’s ultimate joy in the advancement of the gospel. He urges us to live in 
unity with each other in the Body of Christ. Today, we’ll see the ecosystem that allows unity to 
thrive as we look at the humility of Jesus. 
 
Read Philippians chapter 2 in which we’ll see one of the most beautiful portraits of our Jesus as He 
humbled himself taking on human form in order that He might later be exalted on the throne of 
the universe by His Father. 
 
The Humility of Jesus 
Paul calls on the brotherly affection and encouragement he shares with the Philippians as impetus 
to call them to unity. What word is repeated over and over in 2:2?
List all the things we are to be unified in.  
What things work against unity (v 3)?  
How are we to consider our brothers and sisters in Christ (v 3)?  
 
I suppose it’s easy for us to gloss over that one. That’s a large call: to consider others more 
important than ourselves. We naturally put our own needs first. Picture one of your sisters in Christ, 
name her, and pray that you would consider her of more importance than yourself.  
 
How do you think we can consider the needs of others so highly and still flourish in this life?

 

We’ll look at this some more in a bit as we look at the mind of Christ. 
 
What interests are we to consider along with our own (v 4)?  
What does verse 5 tell you about the mind of Christ? 
What does it mean to ‘grasp’ at something?  
Jesus, although He was God, did not think he needed to ‘grab glory’ by being ‘equal with God. 
That’s something about which to think long and hard. 
What do you think it means that Jesus ‘emptied himself’?  

 
J.I. Packer explains Jesus’ emptying himself in this way: 

It meant a laying aside of glory….a voluntary restraint of power; an acceptance of 
hardship, isolation, ill-treatment, malice and misunderstanding; finally a death that 
involved such agony – spiritual even more than physical – that his mind nearly broke 
under the prospect of it….It meant love to the uttermost of unlovely human beings, 
that they through his poverty might become rich. The Christmas message is that there 
is hope for a ruined humanity…because at the Father’s will Jesus Christ became poor 
and was born in a stable so that thirty years later he might hang on a cross.3 

 
Because of His relationship with His Father, Jesus temporarily set aside or refused to engage the 
powers and riches of glory that were rightfully His, all for us.  
 
What form did he take (v 7)? What likeness (v 7)?  
  To what death did He obediently submit (v 8)?  
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Now for the contrast: as a result, what has God done (v 9)?  
What priority ‘name’ has His Father given Him (v 9)?  
 
If you’re old enough, do you remember the 1970s E.F. Hutton commercial in which speaking the 
broker’s name turns every head in the room? Now magnify that one gazillion times. Jesus’ name, 
although it is sometimes scorned and mocked and cursed, is the most powerful name in the 
universe. Humanity’s flippancy will not be tolerated forever. What will happen someday at the 
name of Jesus (v 10)?  

  
The Mind of Jesus 
This seems such a tall order to have the type of humility that would willingly give up one’s rights 
and prestige in order to be a poor servant, limited in a human body, and executed like a criminal 
in the most shocking and shameful manner. Yet Paul tells us that the mind of Christ is ours. Do you 
find that statement astounding? Let’s look at what we are told about having the mind of Christ. 
 
What do you learn about the mind of Christ from these verses? 
1 Cor 2:16  
Romans 12:1-2  
Col 3:1-2  
 
In Hebrews 12:2, what motivated Jesus to endure the humility of his humanity and especially the 
shame of the cross?  

 
 
Connecting our minds back to the concept of sehnsucht, how does the mind set on things above 
tie to our longings and joy?  

 
 
Stars in the Sky 
This chapter of Philippians contains the most beautiful contrasts: humility and exaltation, poverty 
and riches, and now in 2:12-18 we’ll see more related contrasts.  
 
But first, look at v 12-13. What does Paul urge us to do with fear and trembling?  

 
Why (v 13)?  

Do you feel that tension as we labor in our sanctification (the progressive process of becoming like 
Christ, of setting our minds on things above, of considering others more important) while all the 
while it is truly God who is at work in us? It is God’s grace that sanctifies us and makes us able at all 
to please Him, all through our justification, redemption, and sanctification in Jesus. We see 
concepts here that tie to “Jesus as our Freedom” from Galatians: freedom from legalism and 
freedom from license.  
 
Look at the beauty in verse 15! Copy it here.  

 
But what comes before that in v 14?  

We are to be like lights in the universe, stars shining brightly against the dark sky of a 
generation that has alienated itself from God. It is our UNITY that thrives in humility, 
that doesn’t grumble or bicker, that gives us our glow! Glow, Sister, glow! 
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DAY 4 – The Joy of Knowing God (Philippians 3) 
 
We rounded out our time in Philippians 2 with Paul’s appeal to have the mind of Christ. He then 
switches to some personal notes about fellow-servants of the gospel, Timothy and Epaphroditus, 
both familiar to the Philippians, as examples of the humility of Christ is serving others. 
 
Chapter 3 will contain Paul’s appeal for us to know God. Read Philippians 3. 
 
I recall hearing a talk I believe was given by Dr. James Dobson, Jr., describing his father’s 
impact on him. (I cannot find the transcript or recording, and so I apologize if my memory 
serves me wrong and this was someone else’s talk).  Regardless, the father in this story engaged 
his family in a cheer that went something along the lines of “What’s the most important thing in 
life?” and the response “Knowing God!” I can recall seasons when I truly did wonder about 
life’s purpose. By the time I heard Dobson’s talk, I knew that such a simple reminder would serve 
my own family well into the future, and I copied this cheer with my own tiny ones, making it 
something fun (or at least trying to). Just now I looked at my middle daughter, now in her late 
teens, as she sauntered past the kitchen island and asked her, “What’s the most important 
thing in life?” She tossed back the answer that I pray will always be a light in dark places. 
 
What IS the most important thing in life? That’s a significant question, and its answer changes 
everything. As Paul begins Philippians 3, he gives a warning about putting confidence in ‘the 
flesh’ – in other words he warns us to beware of those who rely on outward actions and 
ceremonies and things we do ourselves to be our big priority, to be our answer to life’s 
meaning, to be our way to God. 
  
What does Paul say we worship by (3:3)? In what do we glory? 
In what do we put no confidence? 
 
Paul then gives a ‘resume’ of his own ‘fleshly credentials.’ He’s saying, “If anyone could trust in 
their own pedigree or behavior or education or goodness, I of all people could. I was even so 
zealous in my religion that I persecuted people who disagreed!”  
 
Instead of being proud of his accomplishments as a top-notch Jew, what does Paul consider his 
credentials to be (3:7)?
His wins were actually losses compared to what (3:8)?  
What is Paul willing to lose for the sake of winning Christ (3:8)?  
Paul doesn’t want a righteousness of his own making – he knows that’s rubbish. He wants a 
righteousness that comes from a relationship built on faith in God. 
What does Paul long to know (3:10)?  
What is Paul even willing to share in order to know Jesus more and be like him (3:10)? 

 
 
What a phrase: “the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord”! 
How is having the mind of Christ (see chapter 2) different than knowing God?  

What does Jeremiah 9;24 say about knowing God?  
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In the book aptly named Knowing God, J.I. Packer tackles the question “What is it to know 
God?” in chapter 3. He differentiates knowing God from the way we inspect or explore an 
abstract idea or something inanimate. Knowing living things requires much more complex 
understanding including its history or likely reactions. Knowing a human becomes trickier as 
humans keep secrets and hide things; it’s hard to truly know a person as we are dependent on 
the other to open up to us. To know a superior is even that much more complicated and 
dependent, and all the more so to know God himself: 
 

…knowing God is a relationship calculated to thrill a person’s heart. What happens 
is that the almighty Creator, the Lord of hosts, the great God before whom the 
nations are as a drop in a bucket, comes to you and begins to talk to you through 
the words and truths of Holy Scripture….You find yourself brought very low; for God 
talks to you about your sin, and guilt, and weakness, and blindness, and folly, and 
compels you to judge yourself hopeless and helpless, and to cry out for forgiveness. 
But this is not all. You come to realize as you listen that God is actually opening his 
heart to you, making friends with you, and enlisting you as a colleague….It is a 
staggering thing.4 

 
Where are you in coming to know God?  

 
Pressing On 
Even Paul replies to that questions with “not that I’ve already attained that, but I press on….” 
Philippians 3:12 is another of those verses that was always very inspirational (another coffee 
mug) to me when I was younger, but the truth is I used it to justify my drive toward any goal. I 
had no idea what goal Paul had in mind.  
 
Put 3:12 into the context of Paul’s ‘rubbishy’ fleshly credentials and the surpassing greatness of 
knowing God.  What things behind Paul does he want to forget (3:13)?  

What lies ahead? What is the goal and the prize and the upward call (3:14)?  

 
Oh, Sister! The time I have wasted chasing other dreams and goals and prizes! How about you? 
Are you committed to run toward knowing God through His Word and through the grace of 
Jesus?  Do you feel that call stirring in your brain and your heart? Paul says, “Join me!” and 
“Follow my lead!” and “Imitate those who follow me!” (3:17) 
 
In sad contrast, how do many people walk (3:18)?  
What is their end? Their god? Their glory? 
On what have they set their minds (3:19)? 
Do you remember how we have the mind of Christ through setting our minds on things above 
(from Day 3)? And the connection we have through that to joy? Sehnsucht! 
 
Write Phil 3:20-21 here. This is our hope and joy and longing! 
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DAY 5 – Peace, Power, and Joy (Philippians 4) 
 
The other day, at a restaurant at the edge of the interstate, a waitress and I were chatting, and I 
found myself making a casual reference to meaning in life. She laughed at my comment and 
sparred back with the simple statement, “42.” (If you’ve ever read any Douglas Adams, you’re 
tracking with me on this). We live in a society with more than one generation now feeling the 
angst of hitchhiking through a universe that feels meaningless. The gospel crashes into that 
hopeless storyline with not just purpose, but with peace, power, and joy. 
 
Read Philippians 4 keeping your eyes open for joy. 
 
Verses 2-3 address what kind of situation?  
What is it about us women – including us sisters in Christ – that we inevitably have internal 
conflicts and disagreements? It’s not as if men always agree, but perhaps because we lean 
toward the more emotional and relational components in life, we find ourselves with more hurt 
feelings and jealousy.  I love the straight-forward, practical sense in which Paul urges these two 
women to do what (v 2)?  
Paul doesn’t treat this situation as one needing staunch battle--as he would over doctrinal error 
or false teaching. This is Body Life calling for the choice to get along, forgive, be agreeable, and 
find common ground. We are urged to pursue unity and peace. 
 
Do you have a situation in which you need to choose to “agree in the Lord” with your sister in 
Christ? If so, what can you do to work toward peace?  
 
Rejoice 
What does Paul insist and encourage (not once, but emphatically twice) believers to do (v4)? 

It has been said that ‘rejoicing’ is joy expressed in praise and worship. We can see the stark 
difference here between happiness and rejoicing because Paul assumes that rejoicing is a 
choice, a shift of focus, and mindset into which we step. 
What character trait does Paul link with joy in verse 5? 
How would joy bring reasonableness with it? 
 
I have a scribbled note in my Bible margins saying, “Joy brings flexibility.” (I probably owe that 
note to a recent sermon from Pastor Gunner or Pastor Tom). As my eyes are set on higher things 
and my hope is not wrapped up in my circumstances, I can loosen my knuckles on the illusion of 
control that robs my flexibility and makes me unreasonable. (Do I hear an “Amen”?) Do you ever 
struggle with inflexibility or control?  Explain. 

 
I believe the word “Inflexible” appeared on more than one performance review during my 
young career days. It was truly the work of the Lord and a couple of good mentors to move me 
to a place of peace, trust, and joy so that I can now honestly respond “No worries,” as I hit many 
of life’s curves and bumps. 
 
True Peace 
What little phrase (v 5) precedes Paul’s instruction to stop worrying? 

What is the three-part solution for anxiety (v 6)? 
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What will guard our hearts and minds in Christ Jesus when we talk to God about our requests? 
 

As our minds and hearts are guarded by the peace of God, we can set our minds on particular 
thoughts that will steady us in His peace. List the qualifications for the thoughts that we should 
choose to entertain in our headspace (v 8).

What is promised as we practice what we’ve learned this week (v 9)?  
In verse 7 and 9, we see we are told how to experience the presence of the God of peace and 
the protection of the peace of God. This is our source of joy:  knowing God, living in His presence, 
embracing the mindset of Christ. With our joy will also come our peace! 
 
True Power 
Look at 4:10-11, and 4:14-16. What causes Paul to rejoice greatly? 

Do you get the impression that Paul was worried about how he would survive financially? Why or 
why not? 
What truly caused Paul’s rejoicing (see v 17)?  
Generosity is good for the giver! It also benefited Paul, but I think Paul knew God would provide 
for him with or without the Philippians. 
What amazing skill or attitude has Paul learned (v 11-12)?
This is truly living above the circumstances! This is true power that is rooted in peace and joy. 
And so we come to another “coffee mug” quotable verse. Copy Phil 4:13 here. 

Within this particular context (4:10-13), what does 4:13 really mean?

I get a chuckle at the way I want to quote 4:13 as a motivational prop. How often do I really want 
to quote it when faced with a financial downturn? Here’s my paraphrase: “I can truly be content 
even in financial need because Christ gives me strength.”  I’d much rather skip to the financial 
upturn, wouldn’t you? Let’s encourage each other to look to God’s peace and joy and power for 
contentment rather than escape. 
 
True Joy 
In my early college years, the band U2 launched their famed “Joshua Tree” album which 
contained the song “I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For,” a song that raised eyebrows in 
the Christian community. It presented the gospel juxtaposed against this haven’t-found-it-yet lyric 
which some inferred meant that the gospel just wasn’t enough for Bono and the Edge. The band 
released a second simpler but jubilant gospel version on their soundtrack “Rattle and Hum”: 
 

 I walk away from the second with my eyes sparkling like a child’s on Christmas 
morning. In this setting, “I still haven’t found what I’m looking for” takes on a new 
attitude as if the whole song reverberates with the question “You mean there’s 
more?” Yes. Always. Those who are satisfied with what they have, have what they 
have. Those who keep asking, seeking, and knocking will find more. 
 

As we press on and press in to know Him, we will find even more joy and layers of longing until the 
day when the resolution to our sehnsucht is met in the fulfillment of pure joy, life in the immediate 
presence of Jesus. 

With great joy as we look toward that day,  

Tamara.        
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